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ADDRESS AT OPENING OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
CONFERENCE 

by

Dr. H. D. Huggins,
Pro-Vice-Chancellor,
U.W.I., St. Augustine.

Some time before the last war the writer,
Sir James Barrie, was called upon to propose the toast of
the Australian cricket team which was then touring England.
Barrie, who never lost an opportunity to be whimsical, said
in his toast that cricket had tnhprited a tradition - a
tradition for excellence. Largely responsible for this
standard was the spirit and the memory of those who on the'
field in past times had by their achievement brought
excellence to the game. This spirit of the past returned
never-endingly to keep a watchful eye on the game and
went on its way rejoicing to the extent that the standards
of the present maintained the traditionsof the past.

This School of Agriculture has too inherited a
tradition and I like to think that this spirit of the past
does not give strength only to the present but can renew
its strength from the liveliness which has become so
characteristic of the present.

Within recent months the School of Agriculture
has held conferences or work-shops in several of the West
Indian territories, the last being a major conference in
Jamaica. And now we are here today. That we are here
today is due to the initiative and industry of Dr. Edwards
and his colleague, Dr. Alexander arid I wish here to pay
tribute to them.

Universities must take an important part in
economic development. The University of the West Indies,
inTarticular the St. Augustine Campus, is a part of the
public-economic development complex working to raise
efficiency in the agricultural sector of the territories
in the region. Because we are in this endeavour together,
I do not welcome you Mr. Minister* as a visitor. Rather I
greet you as a comrade in arms.

The University, along with the research agencies
of Government, joins in the common search for new-insights,
new knowledge and new methodology appropriate to the task of
finding solutions to the problems and tobstacles to the economic

*The Hon. Lionel Robinson, Minister of Agriculture.
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development of the region. It is as part of this task that
this First Agricultural Economics Conference is held.

Its objective is to enable administrators of
research, teaching and extension - men in position of in-
fluence with respect to the use of resources in our territories-
to come together to analyse on a national and regional basis
the problems of economic growth, agricultural adjustment, and
the adaptation of research and education. The theme of this
our First Conference for Economists, is Agricultural
Development.

The decision to hold the Conference was made •
because of .the need for greater communication between those
engaged in the economic problems and consideration of policy
for Agriculture in the West Indies. - There is much to be
'gained by discussion of mutual problems by persons in the
region with different but relevant experience. Even

. though this: is the University, I make so hold as to give
you the following quotation: "Where no counsel is, the
people- fall" from the Bible - Proverbs. •

I wish your deliberations the success they deserve.


